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cataloguecatalogue or US catalogcatalog n 11 a book containing details of items for 
sale 22 a list of all the books of a library 33 a list of events, 
qualities, or things considered as a group: a catalogue of killings > 
vb –loguing, -loguedloguing, -logued or –loging, -loged 4–loging, -loged 4 to enter (an item) in a 
catalogue 5 to list a series of (events, qualities, or things): the 
report catalogues two decades of human-rights violations >cataloguercataloguer nn

cataloguecatalogue or catalogcatalog n 1,21,2 = list, record, schedule, index, 
register, directory, inventory, gazetteer > vb 44 = list, index, 
file, register, classify, inventory,  tabulate, alphabetize

mirrormirror n 11 a sheet of glass with a metal coating on its back, that 
reflects an image of an object placed in front of it 2 2 a thing that 
reflects or depicts something else > vb 33 to reflect or represent 
faithfully: the book inevitably mirrors my own interests

mirrormirror n 11 = looking-glass, glass (Brit), reflector > vb = 
reflect, follow, copy,  echo, emulate
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alludeallude vb –ludingluding, -ludedluded > allude to allude to to refer indirectly to

allureallure n attractiveness or appeal

alluringalluring adj extremely attractive

allusionallusion n an indirect reference

referencereference n 1 the act of referring 22 a mention: this book contains 
several references to the Civil War 33 direction to a passage 
elsewhere in a book or to another book 44 a book or passage referred 
to 5 5 a written testimonial regarding someone’s character or 
capabilities 66 a person referred to for such a testimonial 77 
relation or restriction, esp. to or by membership of a specific 
group: without reference to sex or age 8 with reference to8 with reference to 
concerning > adj 99 containing information or facts: reference books 
>referentialreferential adj 

referencereference n 22 = allusion, note, mention, quotation 44 = citation  
55 = testimonial, recommendation, credentials, endorsement, 
character reference
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duplicateduplicate adj 11 copied exactly from an original: he had a duplicate 
key to the front door > n 22 an exact copy 3 in duplicate3 in duplicate in two exact 
copies: submit the draft in duplicate, please > vb –cating, -cated 4cating, -cated 4  
to make an exact copy of 55 to do again (something that has already 
been done) >duplicationduplication n >duplicatorduplicator n

duplicateduplicate adj = identical, matched, matching, twin, 
corresponding, twofold > n 22 = copy, facsimile > vb 44 = copy 55 = 
repeat, reproduce, copy, clone,  replicate

duplicityduplicity n deceitful behaviour: he is a man of duplicity, who turns 
things to his advantag
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copyrightcopyright n 11 the exclusive legal right to reproduce and control  
an original literary, musical, or artistic work > vb 22 to take out  
a copyright on > adj 33 protected by copyright
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reproducereproduce vb –ducing, -duced 1–ducing, -duced 1 to make a copy or representation  
of 22 biol to produce offspring 33 to re-create >reproduciblereproducible adj

reproducereproduce vb 11 = print, copy 22 breed, procreate (formal), 
multiply, spawn, propagate

reproductionreproduction n 11 biol a process by which an animal or plant produces 
one or more individuals similar to itself 22 a copy of a work of art 33 
the quality of sound from an audio system 44 the act or process of 
reproducing > adj 55 made in imitation of an earlier style: 
reproduction furniture

>reproductivereproductive adj
reproductionreproduction n 11 = breeding, increase, generation, 
multiplication 22 = copy, picture, print, replica, imitation, 
duplicate, facsimile; ≠ original
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repetitionrepetition n 11 the act of repeating 22 a thing that is repeated 33  
a replica or copy >repetitiousrepetitious adj >repetitiverepetitive adj

repetitionrepetition n 11 = recurrence, repeating, echo 22 repeating, 
replication, restatement, reiteration, tautology

unitunit n 11 a single undivided entity or whole 22 a group or individual 
regarded as a basic element of a larger whole: the clan was the basic 
unit of Highland society 33 a mechanical part or small device that 
does a particular job: a waste disposal unit 44 a team of people that 
performs a specific function, and often also their buildings and 
equipment: a combat unit 55 a standard amount of a physical 
quantity, such as length or energy, used to express magnitudes  
of that quantity: the year as a unit of time 66 maths the digit or 
position immediately to the left of the decimal point 7 a piece of 
furniture designed to be fitted with other similar pieces: bedroom 
units 88 NZ a self-propelled railcar 

unitunit n 11 = entity, whole, item, feature 22 = part, section, 
segment, class,  element, component, constituent 44 = section, 
company, group, force, detail, division, cell, squad 55 = measure, 
quantity, measurement
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simulatesimulate vb –lating, -lated –lating, -lated 1 to pretend to feel or to perform  
(an emotion or action); imitate: I tried to simulate anger 22 to 
imitate the conditions of (a situation), as in carrying out an 
experiment: we can then simulate global warming 3 3 to have the 
appearance of: the wood had been painted to simulate stone 
>simulatedsimulated adj >simulationsimulation n

 simulatesimulate vb 11 = pretend, act, feign, affect, put on, sham

simulatorsimulator n 11 a device that simulates specific conditions for  
the purposes of research or training: a flight simulator
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standardstandard n 11 a level of quality: cuisine of a high standard 22 an 
accepted example of something against which others are judged or 
measured: the work was good by any standard 33 a moral principle of 
behaviour 4 4 a flag of a nation or cause 55 an upright pole or a beam 
used as a support: a lamp standard 66 a song that has remained 
popular for many years > adj 77 of a usual, medium, or accepted kind: 
a standard cost 8 8 of recognized authority: a standard reference book 
99 denoting pronunciations or grammar regarded as correct and 
acceptable by native speakers

standardstandard n 11 = level, grade 22 = criterion, measure, guideline, 
example, model, average, norm, gauge 33 = principles, ideals, 
morals, ethics 44 = flag, banner, ensign > adj 77 = usual, normal, 
customary, average, basic, regular, typical, orthodox; ≠ unusual 
88 accepted, official, established, approved, recognized, 
definitive, authoritative; ≠ unofficial  

standardizestandardize or –dise–dise vb –dizing, -dized–dizing, -dized or –dising, -dised –dising, -dised to make 
(things) standard: to standardize the preparation process 
>standardizationstandardization or –disationdisation n
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imitateimitate vb –tating, -tated 1tating, -tated 1 to copy the manner or style of, or take 
as a model: he remains rock’s most imitated guitarist 22 to mimic or 
impersonate, esp. for amusement 33 to make a copy or reproduction 
of; duplicate >imitableimitable adj >imitatorimitator n 

imitateimitate vb 11 = copy, follow, repeat, echo, emulate, ape, simulate, 
mirror 22 do an impression of, mimic, copy

imitationimitation n 11 a copy of an original or genuine article 22 an instance 
of imitating someone: her Coward imitations were not the best thing 
she did 33 behaviour modelled on the behaviour of someone else:  
to learn by imitation > adj 44 made to resemble something which is 
usually superior or more expensive: imitation leather

imitationimitation n 11 = replica, fake, reproduction, sham, forgery, 
counterfeiting, likeness, duplication 22 = impression, 
impersonation 33 = copying, resemblance, mimicry > adj = 
artificial, mock, reproduction, dummy, synthetic, man-made, 
simulated, sham; ≠ real

imitativeimitative adj 11 imitating or tending to copy 22 copying or 
reproducing an original, esp. in an inferior manner: imitative 
painting 33 onomatopoeic
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echoecho n, pl –oes 1–oes 1 A the reflection of sound by a solid object B  
a sound reflected by a solid object 22 a repetition or imitation  
of someone else’s opinions 33 something that brings back memories: 
an echo of the past 44 the signal reflected back to a radar 
transmitter by an object > vb –oing, -oed 5–oing, -oed 5 (of a sound) to be 
reflected off an object in such a way that it can be heard again  
6 6 (of a place) to be filled with a sound and its echoes: the church 
echoed with singing 77 (of people) to repeat or imitate (what someone 
else has said): his conclusion echoed that of Jung > echoingechoing adj

echoecho n 11 = reverberation, ringing, repetition, answer, 
resonance, resounding 22 = copy, reflection, clone, reproduction, 
imitation, duplicate, double, reiteration > vb 5,6 5,6 = reverberate, 
repeat, resound, ring, resonate 77 = recall, reflect, copy, mirror, 
resemble, imitate, ape 
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